ABSTRACT

Objective: To describe types of interventional medical procedures, its rationale use and benefits for a population with cancer assisted at a private hospital in São Paulo. Methods: Quantitative and descriptive cross-sectional study using data from patients submitted to interventional procedures between 2007 and 2008. We used descriptive and inferential statistics (frequency, mean, and t-test) to analyze data. Results: A total of 137 patients were submitted to interventional procedures for pain and, out of this total, 14 mentioned cancer-related pain. The mean pain intensity was 7.1 before the procedure and 1.3 after it. Reduction in pain intensity was statistically significant in this population (t=9.09; p=0.001). In almost 70% of patients (n=10) a reduction of 50% of the consumption of opioid a month after the procedure was realized. Conclusion: These results are in accordance with the literature and support the efficacy of interventional procedures for several types of cancer pain.
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INTRODUCTION

Each year more than 10 million people worldwide are diagnosed with cancer, and 70 to 90% of them will experience pain during the course of the disease. The treatment of cancer usually does not treat only the disease, but also the pain associated with the picture because pain can affect the patients’ quality of life. Patients with cancer-related pain often experience more than one type of pain (neuropathic, nociceptive or mixed pain) that could be constant or intermittent. Cancer-related pain can be caused by several mechanisms as direct tumor invasion (local and systemic), response to therapy or to the cancer diagnosis (surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy, and biopsy), or to non-cancer related problems like disc hernia and diabetic neuropathy. In addition, psychosocial factors as depression, anxiety, catastrophizing and cognition can influence the patient’s perception of pain and contribute to total intensity of pain.

In general, cancer pain can be treated but it requires an appropriate multidisciplinary approach involving knowledge on the pain physiopathology, analgesic pharmacology and psychosocial issues management. Drug therapy according to three-step analgesic ladder advocated by World Health Organization (WHO) is
the basis to cancer pain control\(^{(4,8)}\), however, several proposals suggest the review and amplification for the use of the WHO analgesic ladder\(^{(3,6,9)}\).

The treatment according to this ladder achieves 70 to 90% of efficacy in all types of cancer pain with the use of simple analgesic, opioids and oral adjuvants\(^{(6-8)}\). Alternative route of drug administration as parenteral and transdermal can improve the treatment efficacy\(^{(3,7,8)}\). However, about 10% of patients do not have good response to drug therapy due to several reasons. Therefore, some intervention techniques are needed as peripheral nerve blocks, chemical neurolysis, implantable systems for administration of opioids within a multimodal approach to pain\(^{(2,3,6,10)}\).

Interventional pain treatment is indicated when medicines did not promote effective analgesia based on the WHO analgesic ladder or, when adverse effects become intolerable\(^{(5,7,9,11)}\). Interventional treatments consist in several minimally invasive techniques to reduce pain using percutaneous techniques (as neuromodulatory and neuroablative), alone or together with other treatment modalities\(^{(3,6,7,11)}\).

Neuroablative and non-ablative techniques constitute the two main categories of minimally invasive procedures for cancer pain control. In neuroablative techniques the nervous system is not preserved and nociceptive pathways are surgically, chemically or thermally interrupted. In neuromodulatory or non-ablative techniques the nervous system is preserved. Neuromodulation is a dynamic inhibition of nociceptive pathways by the administration of opioids and other medicines by spinal route or by stimulation techniques. Such procedures improve the patient’s quality of life and satisfaction.

Besides the lack of effective response to other treatments promoted by the WHO analgesic ladder some factors as pain site, pain type, cause, disease progress, emotional aspects and survival time are important criteria to define interventional techniques to be used to increase efficacy\(^{(7,9,12)}\).

It is estimated that less than 5% of cancer patients in developing countries have access to these forms of treatment. Interventional procedures have its efficacy confirmed and constitute important resources for pain control. However, restriction as lack of trained physicians, precarious structure, limited material and financial resources contribute to reduce the use of such options in the treatment of patients in developing nations\(^{(10)}\).

**OBJECTIVE**

To describe the number and types of procedures done in the Interventional Medical Service for Pain at Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein (HIAE), São Paulo, Brazil in cancer patients aiming to show the applicability of these procedures, and to justify these type of intervention as well as to observe the achieved benefits.

**METHODS**

Descriptive, qualitative and cross-sectional study with 14 cancer patients selected from a sample of 137 individuals treated between August 2007 and October 2008 at HIAE.

We collected data from the patients’ clinical record, and used a visual numeric scale to measure the intensity of pain, which classified pain from 0 to 10\(^{(13)}\). This research was approved by Ethical Committee of HIAE, number 1314-11. All ethical procedures for research with human beings were followed.

**Statistical Analysis**

A descriptive and inferential statistics were used to describe the number and types of procedures. The intensity of pain decreased and the use of medicines were analyzed with the \(t\) test using the software Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 11 version for Windows.

**RESULTS**

The results related to 14 cancer patients submitted to interventional procedures during the studied period. A total of 137 patients were treated and 262 interventional procedures were done for the treatment of pain.

The cancer patients mean age was 56 years (standard deviation – SD= 19.63), and most of them were women (70%). The intensity of pain was assessed by using the visual numeric scale. The mean of intensity of pain was 7.1 points (SD=2.46) and after the procedure 1.3 points (SD=2.58). Reduction in the intensity of pain was statistically significant (\(t=9.09; p=0.001\)). From the total of patients treated for cancer-related pain, 71% had reduction of 50% in the consumption of opioids a month after the procedure (Table 1). The types of performed procedures are described in figure 1.

The following procedures were done for the cancer patients: intrathecal drug infusion pump replacement (14; 30.4%), pulsed or standard radiofrequency (5; 10.9%), chemical neurolysis (4; 8.7%) and infusion of implantable analgesic system (4; 8.7%). Data showed that most of performed procedures in this population aimed to propose alternative methods for drug administration.
When we collected data for this article, the HIAE did not have a protocol with indication for interventional procedures for pain control, so international guidelines served as the criteria for the interventions\(^{(3,8,9)}\). These guidelines stated that indications for these procedures must be based on clinical criteria, consider the type and site of the pain, the cancer stage, the presence of emotional issues, the resources available and life expectancy. In general, interventional procedures are indicated when analgesic administration does not work or when side effects are intolerable. These procedures are contraindicated in case of infection and coagulation changes\(^{(3,6-8)}\).

These procedures are in accordance with standards recommended in the literature, which suggest the use of non-ablative procedures that do not destroy the nervous system or the nociceptive pathways\(^{(3,7-9,12,14,15)}\). In addition, neurolytic blocks, infusion pumps and catheters are usually indicated for cancer patients. It is important to emphasize that invasive procedures like neurolytic blocks, if available, must be considered an option or complement to pharmacotherapy in any phase of the disease in patients with moderate or severe cancer-related pain\(^{(3,6,9)}\).

These procedures benefits are adequate for pain control, reduction or suspension of the use of analgesic and its side effects, and consequently, improve the patient’s quality of life and satisfaction. The results of this study showed that these procedures could be used in patients with different types of cancer.

Because at HIAE the total of cancer patients treated is unknown, the percentage of treated individuals with interventional procedures could not be established. However, considering that the probable number of cancer patients treated at HIAE is more than a hundred and the small number of cancer patients treated with interventional procedures between August 2007 and October 2008, we can guess that there is an underuse of minimally invasive procedures in this population, particularly because according to the literature around 10% of cancer patients will require interventional procedures to pain control\(^{(3)}\).

Perhaps the need for reviewing the WHO analgesic ladder, the relatively early use of such techniques in Brazil, the lack of knowledge of these interventional techniques indication, and also the concern of complications explain the underuse of such procedures\(^{(3,7,9,10)}\). This study has limitations which include the lack of assessment between age and gender in the sample, and because it was a small and experimental study we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical and demographic characteristics*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of pain (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 (19.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 women (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 men (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* n=137 patients.
SD: standard deviation.

**DISCUSSION**

The findings in this brief study regarding reduction of intensity of pain and the use of opioids are consistent with previous evidences that described the efficacy of interventional procedures for pain, practices already stated for several types of pain, including cancer pain\(^{(3,5-8,12,14)}\). Besides, a number of guidelines were established to describe indications, the value of interventional procedures to reduce intensity of pain and the use of analgesic and opioids by other routes, not oral or injection, and also the reduction of side effects of these drugs in patients with cancer pain\(^{(3,6,9)}\).
evaluated only interventions related to pain. However, as far as we know, such aspects were not reported in international literature.

We attempted to describe the number and type of procedures of interventional medicine done for different types of pain in cancer patients assisted at HIAE, emphasizing mainly the reasons reported by them of strong intensity pain that did not achieve any improvement using other pharmacological techniques.

Some benefits as decrease of intensity of pain and in the use of systemic opioids in this population were observed, which suggested an improvement in patients’ quality of life and support the efficacy of these techniques.

Current guidelines suggest that such procedures must be indicated at any phase of cancer, not only as the last resource. We think that educational strategies can increase early indication of these interventional procedures. As the efficacy of these interventions is observed by both patients and physicians, and reports with good results are published, many new procedures could be offered in a more systematic way.

CONCLUSION
These results are in accordance with the literature and support the efficacy of interventional procedures for several types of cancer pain.
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